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Abstract

1.

This work presents innovative method of dynamic modification of program and language for purpose of achievement of new functionality during program run-time. The
work further presents adaptive execution environment,
which allows reaching of modification of language and
program during program execution and presents experimental verification of presented environment. Extensible
programming language allows user to define new language
constructs. This constructs can include new notations
and operations, new or modified control structures or even
new elements from different programming paradigms. If
there is a need for modification of a system during its runtime, and there is also another requirement for extension
of used programming language, in which the running system is programmed (for example requirement for addition
of new domain-specific constructions), designed execution
environment is one from possible solutions, through which
there is possibility to realise this task.

Modification of complex software systems after their delivery means difficult process. The most often reasons for
such modification are on the one hand detected faults,
which have to be fixed or on the other hand requirements
for new functionality, which systems have to include (e.g.
replacement of a system from one computational environment into the new one). Such modifications require additional costs. Even implementation of required changes
takes in some cases longer than implementation of the
first operational software version. Thus there is significant demand for reaching optimal methods in order to
achieve effective modification of software systems.
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Introduction

Besides individual programs are important also programming languages, in which these programs are written. The
same importance have also tools, which are related to programming and programming languages. Some projects
will not fail due to the faults in programs, but due to
the problems with programming languages. In this approach an implementation of language (e.g. compilers,
interpreters, and other tools related to programming languages) is metalevel of a program.
If there is a requirement for modification of a system during its execution and there is also another requirement
for extension of used programming language, in which
this system is implemented (e.g. addition of new domainspecific constructs), it is possible to realise this change
through experimental execution environment designed in
this work.

2.

Overview of the State of the Art

Programming language is possible to define as a system of
notations for computation description in the form readable by machine and human [23] or as a means, in which
programmer defines problems for computer [14]. Programming languages are not static entities, they are changing and are undergoing evolution change. For example,
new elements can be added for more appropriate expression of a problem through a given language in designed
program. Elements which are no more used can be removed. Language extension ability allows its adaptation
on new application domains.
Under software evolution it is possible to understand all
programming activities, which are used for creation of
newer version of software system from its older operational version [20]. There are two main reasons for re-
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alisation of evolution of software systems [19]: the first
reason is requirement or groups of requirements which require new functionality, the second reason represents need
for removal of problems, which occurred during application use. In some publications, e.g. in [21] or in [24] is the
term software evolution used in contrary to the term software maintenance, because maintenance suggests, that
software is getting worse, but this is not problem of evolution. Thus also in this work the term evolution has
meaning in the sense of requirements realization for new
functionality and not removal of problems, which occured
during using of software.
Software evolution can be divided into some categories
according to the appropriate criteria. According to the
time of performing of changes it is possible to discern
two types of software evolution [25], namely static and
dynamic software evolution. Static evolution consists of
modification of code or modification of execution environment, while the execution of application is stopped,
whereas dynamic software evolution consists of modification of code or execution environment of application during its execution and thus without application interrupting (or without interrupting, which could have influence
on application functionality). Evolution is possible to divide also according to the assumption of possible changes
to anticipated and unanticipated evolution [12, 13, 25].
Anticipated evolution is possible to predict in advance,
whereas on unanticipated evolution it is not possible to
prepare during design of a software system.
Metaprogramming is about writing programs that represent and manipulate other programs or themselves, i.e.
metaprograms are programs about programs [4]. The impact of metaprogramming is obvious in traditional development processes, by sorting existing programs as transformational processes with inputs and outputs. An example of metaprogram is e.g. compiler, interpreter or
metainterpreter – it is an interpreter, which inputs are at
least two programs. An important aspect is time characteristic, because in the case of metaintepreters individual
programs can be loaded and processed at any time. Typical example is an interpreter, which supports dynamic
modification of programs. New input programs in the
form of source code can change behaviour of interpreted
functionality.

environment
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environment
program transformation program
modification
modification

initial
state
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Figure 1: Modification of both elements from the
couple hP,Ei
cording to this approach is execution synonym of transformation in general, such as a translation of code, type
checking, code generation, loading, interpretation, modeling and algebraic specification. Also in this work is under
interpreter transformation considered augmented transformation of components of execution mechanism, where
is under this transformation understood modification of
component for program translation (lexical and syntactic
analysis) and modification of component for program interpretation (modification of semantic actions). For highlighting of augmented transformation of execution environment components there will be in the next part of this
work instead of interpreter I mentioned the execution environment E, thus instead of the couple hP,Ii there will
be couple hP,Ei (Fig. 1).
Our modification approach is based on the transformation
of both elements from listed couple. This case allows modification of the second element E from the couple hP,Ei
and consecutively change the first element P from presented couple, it means from hP0 ,E0 i to hP0 ,E1 i and then
to hP1 ,E1 i. This modification sequence depends on specific requirements, thus it may be different. Our objective is achieved through designed experimental run-time
environment (presented e.g. in [8]). Designed solution
supports partially unanticipated evolution.

3.

Thesis Objectives

This thesis deals with dynamic mechanisms, which allow
modification of programs and programming languages.
The main thesis objectives are as follows:
• Proposal of model of combined dynamic modification of program and language.

Reflection [11, 27, 28] is an entity’s integral ability to
represent, operate on and otherwise deal with itself in
the same way that it represents, operates on, and deals
with its primary subject matter [16]. A metalevel provides
information about selected system and makes the software
self-aware. A base level includes the application logic.
Program P can be viewed as a sequence of statements
that are aimed to produce some result R. This result R
is obtained through the execution of the program P. The
execution is done by a platform that interprets the program’s sequence of statements. The result R of a computation depends on both a program P and an interpreter I. Interpreter may be any virtual machine or in
general even CPU. Different result may be obtained by
changing at least one element from the couple hP,Ii [1].
This work focuses on program modification in the sense of
dynamic software evolution. Under interpreter transformation it is possible to understand augmented transformation of components of execution mechanism [16]. Ac-
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• Proposal of new method for combined dynamic modification of program and language according to the
proposed model.
• Experimental verification of implemented prototype
in the form of experimental execution environment
through extensible programming language and program.
Implemented prototype is created according to the suggested method, it means, that through verification of prototype will be verified also proposed method.

4.

Used Methods and Approaches

This work is connected to the published results in the
frame of research of adaptive languages and software systems at the Department of computers and informatics,
Technical University in Košice. It is focused on the area
of design of new construction and adaptation of languages
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and software systems, in which it is possible to modify
their meaning and behaviour during execution.

other data inputs and outputs
program
in time t0

The last phase of our research was step from single dynamic modification of language and program toward combined dynamic modification of language and program.
Partial results were presented in publications [6, 8, 9, 10].
Before design of model and method for combined dynamic modification of program and language was performed analysis of possibilities of dynamic modification
of programs and languages with verification of mechanisms of dynamic aspect-oriented programming, metaprogramming, and reflection. Based on recognized knowledge was designed combined model and on this model was
based method for dynamic modification of program and
language. Consecutively was designed and implemented
adaptive execution environment, which allows modification of a program and a language. This environment was
experimentally verified and through its verification was
verified also method for combined dynamic modification
of programs and languages itself.

5.

Model and Method of Combined Dynamic
Modification of Programs and Languages

program
in time tz

• initial program and its modified versions,
• input data inserted interactively or loaded from external source (e.g. from a file).
Outputs of execution environment are:
• result of computation in a given time (displayed e.g.
in the execution environment console window)
• another auxiliary output data (for reaching of required computation).
If the program Pti is modified to the new version Pti+1
through addition (operator ∪) of new code P nti+1 and
removal (operator –) of useless code P oti , then the new
version of program Pti+1 will be:
Pti+1 = ( Pti − P oti ) ∪ P nti+1 .

language specification
in time t1

language specification
in time tn

result of execution between
time tstart and tstop

Figure 2: Model of combined dynamic modification of program and language
If the specification of the language Ltj is modified to the
new version Ltj+1 through addition (operator ∪) of new
elements Lntj+1 and removal (operator –) of not required
elements Lotj , then the new language version will be:
Ltj+1 = ( Ltj − Lotj ) ∪ Lntj+1 .
The execution environment Etj will be transformed into
the new version Etj+1 according to the transformation
rules, which will be result from modification of used language specification.
Proposed method is based on the statement, that any
execution environment on the metalevel 2, which allows
modification of program during its execution is a metasystem of execution environment on the metalevel 1, which
allows modification of a language for the program, which
is in the environment on the metalevel 1 interpreted (Fig.
3).

In this work was designed model of combined dynamic
modification of program and language (Fig. 2). Proposed
model consists of the following inputs:

base
level

running
program

change

executes

• initial specification of language and another modified versions of this specification,

experimental
execution
environment

...

From dynamic modification of program moves the research to dynamic modification of languages with verification of mechanisms of metaprogramming and reflection.
Important publications in this phase were [15, 17, 18, 19,
16].

program
in time ta

...

This work is based on the results of research, which was
performed gradually in the three phases. The first phase
was research in the area of aspect-oriented programming
with focus on verification of dynamic mechanisms of program composition, important publications of this phase
were [5, 7, 29].

language specification
in time t0

metalevel 1
change
metalevel 2

program
representation

experimental
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extension for
modification support

language
representation
change
request
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Figure 3: Principle of proposed method
The method for combined modification of programs and
languages allows:
• dynamic modification of a program,
• dynamic modification of semantics actions independently from program modification,
• dynamic modification of lexical and syntactic specification of language and semantic actions and consecutive dynamic modification of program,
• dynamic modification of lexical and syntactic specification of language and consecutive modification of
program without modification of semantic actions.
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Listed possibilities can be combined properly. Objective
of this method is reaching of modification of interpreted
functionality through properly implemented programmed
solution.

6.

Experimental Execution Environment

Designed experimental execution environment, based on
the proposed method, allows all types of modification presented in this work. This adaptive execution environment
is implemented in object-oriented programming language
Java with utilization of Javassist [2], which is class library
for editing bytecodes in Java. Another utilised mechanism is HotSwap mechanism [3], which allows dynamic
reloading of required class file to update the class definition. Lexical and syntactic analysis is performed by program, generated through ANTLR parser generator [26],
into which we input individual versions of our language
grammar and we will have generated program translator from input program (in the concrete syntax form) to
abstract syntax form. This abstract form is represented
through textual abstract syntax tree (AST) in the form
related to S-expressions [22].

9

Declaration -> "int" Id
=> ^(INTTYPE ^(VARNAME Id))
Assignment -> Id "=" expr
=> ^(ASSIGNMENT ^(VARNAME Id) Expr)
WhileStatement -> "while" "("Condition")"Block
=> ^(WHILE ^(CONDITION Condition) Block)
Condition ->

Atom "<" Atom | Atom "==" Atom|
Atom ">" Atom

=> ^(SMALLER Atom Atom) | ^(EQUAL Atom Atom)|
^(BIGGER Atom Atom)
PrintStatement -> "print" Expr
=> ^(PRINT Expr)
SleepStatement -> "sleep" Int
=> ^(SLEEP ^(INTITEM Int))
Expr -> Atom {("+" | "-") Atom}
=> Atom | ^(ADD {Expr} Atom) |
^(SUBTRACT {Expr} Atom)

Under language modification it is possible to understand
modification of its syntax in the form of modification (or
addition) of language grammar and modification of its
semantics in the form of modification (or addition) of semantic actions. Under program we mean at first textual
representation of program itself in the form of concrete
syntax and then textual representation of its abstract syntax tree in the form related to the symbolic expressions
known from e.g. LISP programming language.

Atom -> Int|Id
=> ^(INTITEM Int) | ^(VARVAL Id)

7.

This language offers several types of language constructs
known from e.g. programming language C, such as integer variables, while loops, work with arithmetic expressions and so on. The sleep statement offers possibility
for program interruption (time is expressed in seconds)
and consecutive continuation. Initial language contains
statements for program addition and modification.

Adaptive Experiment

This adaptive experiment demonstrates possibility and
usability of our adaptive approach.

7.1

Initial Language and Program

For simplicity, the grammar presented in this section is
not in the ANTLR grammar specification form but it is
depicted in more readable Extended Backus-Naur Form
(EBNF) with the same meaning for expression of concrete
syntax. The abstract syntax form is expressed through
expression ∧ (parent{descendant}), where sign ∧ means,
that in the parentheses there is tree specification - on the
first place there is a lexical element and on the another
places there is optionally several subtrees.
The initial demonstrative language has concrete and abstract syntax form as follows:
Program -> {Modify}
=> ^(PROGRAM {Modify})

Nl -> ("\n")

Semantics of proposed language is described through Java
programming language, every lexical element has belonging semantic Java class file. Lexical elements are depicted
in previous language representation through upper letters.

The initial computer program may be as follows:
int a
a = 0
while(a<1000){
a = a+1
print a
sleep 1
}

This program increments value of the variable a, prints
its value, sleeps for one second and continues in the next
loops while the condition holds.

Modify -> ’%’ Statement ’%’ | ’@’ Statement ’@’ Statement|
Internal AST representation of this program in bracket
Statement

form is as follows:

=> ^(INSERT Statement)|
^(CHANGE Statement Statement)|Statement
Statement -> Declaration|Block|Assignment|WhileStatement|
IfStatement|PrintStatement|SleepStatement|Nl
=> Declaration|Block|Assignment|WhileStatement|
IfStatement|PrintStatement|SleepStatement|
Nothing

(PROGRAM
(INTTYPE (VARNAME a))
(ASSIGNMENT (VARNAME a) (INTITEM 0))
(WHILE
(CONDITION
(SMALLER (VARVAL a) (INTITEM 1000))
)
(BLOCK
(ASSIGNMENT (VARNAME a) (ADD (VARVAL a) (INTITEM 1)))
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(PRINT (VARVAL a))
(SLEEP (INTITEM 1))
)
)
)

7.2

Modification of Language and Program

This AST form is translated into the object form with
references between individual objects, for example:

The rule Expr will be changed into the new form and
the rule MulExpr will be added (modification of language
specification must be backward compatible):

Proposed environment (or rather language specification)
does not support multiplication by now and we need this
functionality, because we want to add multiplication into
modified program.

(ASSIGNMENT (VARNAME a) (ADD (VARVAL a) (INTITEM 1)))

can be processed into the following object form with references on individual objects (the source is depicted in
Java programming language and names of objects are in
fact different):

Leaf
Tree
Leaf
Tree
Tree
Leaf
Tree
Tree

l1 = new Leaf("a");
t1 = new Tree("VARVAL",l1);
l2 = new Leaf("1");
t2 = new Tree("INTITEM",l2);
t12 = new Tree("ADD",t1,t2);
l3 = new Leaf("a");
t3 = new Tree("VARNAME",l3);
t4 = new Tree("ASSIGNMENT",t3,t12);

Execution environment processes this object form according to the token in every object representation. Every
token defines operation, which must be performed by execution environment on given objects.
Execution environment offers possibility for observation
of program representation in AST form and also belonging semantic actions. This functionality is depicted in
the Fig. 4 where it is possible to see semantic action for
ADD statement. Every operation implements common
interface which dictates presence of execute method.

Expr -> MulExpr {("+" | "-") MulExpr}
=> MulExpr | ^(ADD {Expr} MulExpr) |
^(SUBTRACT {Expr} MulExpr)
MulExpr -> Atom {("*") Atom}
=> Atom | ^(MULTIPLY {MulExpr} Atom)

Execution environment supports run-time modification.
The handle for multiplication must be inserted before
program modification through new Java class, which is
loaded during execution-environment run-time. From our
approach is evident, that individual language elements are
represented modularly.
We have added semantic action and now we can modify
program during run-time into the new form. Special pair
operator @ old statement @ new statement for modification of the program will be used (under new statement
we could see also block of statements, because block is
statement too). The source code may be as follows:

int a
a=0
while(a<1000){
@a=a+1@a=a*2
print a
sleep 1
}

This program multiplies value of the variable a by the
number two in every transition of the while loop. Internal AST representation for modified statement will be
changed into the new form:
(ASSIGNMENT (VARNAME a)(MULTIPLY (VARVAL a)(INTITEM 2)))

Object representation of this statement will be changed
into the new one:

Tree t5 = new Tree("VARVAL",a);
Tree t6 = new Tree("INTITEM",2);
Tree t56 = new Tree("MULTIPLY",t5,t6);
//t3 without change
//t4 exists yet, but must be modified
t4.changeTree("ASSIGNMENT",t3,t56);

If we want to insert new statement into the running program, we can use pair operator % new statement %. For
example if we want to insert another sleep statement into
the while loop, we insert statement
Figure 4: Abstract syntax tree window

%sleep 1%
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which will be changed into its internal AST form, then
into the new object form, and object form of block code
inside the while loop will be modified (object of new statement will be inserted into object, which represents while
block).
Run-time modification will be ensured, because only required objects will be modified and references between
other objects will stay preserved. Program is modified
during its run-time and consists of new language element
with relevant semantics.

8.

Conclusions

This thesis presented new approach for modification of
interpreted functionality through combined language and
program modification. This solution can be further extended. It is possible to extend the set of languages that
can be added during program execution. This adaptive
execution environment is open for various languages (not
only for general-purpose programming languages, but also
for domain-specific languages), because it is possible to
use various language specifications. This approach could
be utilised in some specific application domains. For example we could have a control program for an industrial
machine and there would be a need for optimisation of
its manufacture process during its run-time without device stopping and such optimisation would require new
language elements with appropriate semantics.
An interesting idea is to generate an initial programming
language according to a specific application domain and
then extend such language according to new requirements.
Another interesting area of research could be increasing
the level of automation in such way that the execution
environment could decide according to some rules about
loading new language specifications and then modify required program during its execution.
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